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Abstract. In this study, the well-known CES-D depression scale was considered as a prototypical tool for assessing an individual’s inclination to respond
at random. It was postulated that the set of the responses obtained from the
participants of a questionnaire survey could be divided into three classes: the
honest responses class; the pure random class, characterized by the same probability of each admissible score; the smart random class, characterized by the
same distribution of the probability of scores as in the honest responses class.
A two-step classifying procedure was recommended. According to this procedure, the ﬁrst step should be to separate the pure random responses from the
others. As needed, at the second step the smart random responses should be
separated from the honest responses. The CES-D scale consists of sixteen direct
questions and four reverse questions, each question with four admissible score
values, 0, 1, 2, or 3. The material for the analyses includes all of the 4 294 967 296
possible arrangements of the four scores for the sixteen direct questions, and all
of the 256 arrangements of the four scores for the four reverse questions, and all
of the possible 49 · 13 = 637 pairs of the possible values of the mean scores from
the sixteen direct questions and from the four reverse questions, respectively. It
was assumed, without loss of generality, that the honest responses to the sixteen
direct questions lead to the resulting distribution: P = (8/16; 5/16; 2/16; 1/16),
for a score equal to 0, 1, 2, or 3, respectively. The original iterative procedure
was used to compute the exact distributions of the mean scores in the pure
random class, and in the smart random class. The discriminant ability to distinguish between the two classes was characterized with the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve. In result, the excellent discriminant properties of
the CES-D were conﬁrmed. The area under the ROC curve was estimated equal
to AUC = 0.98 with standard error SE = 0.004 for the screening of the pure
random responses from all of the others, and equal to AUC = 0.87 with standard
error SE = 0.006 for the purpose of distinguishing the smart random responses
from the honest ones.
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Introduction
This study aimed to develop some practical recommendations regarding how to protect a questionnaire survey against unintentional liars. The
proposed methodology and the obtained results can be useful for all who
use questionnaires and are interested in conﬁrming the credibility of the obtained data (Chmiel et al., 2012; Górkiewicz, 2014), but can be particularly
useful for questionnaire developers who have an interest in methodological challenges resulting from the use of survey methods (Bereziewicz et al.,
2012; Collins, 2003; Dojka et al., 2003; Garb et al, 2011; Górkiewicz, 2010;
Hambleton et al., 1999; Peña-Sánchez et al., 2011; Sijtsma, 2009).
The need for eﬃcient assessment methods has been growing in recent
years in all domains of the health sciences. Questionnaire surveys are commonly applied to various medical investigations, most commonly to epidemiological studies, but also to clinical and therapeutic practice. Moreover, besides the standard clinical measures of health, focused on morphology and organ function, in recent years patient-reported opinions regarding courses of therapy are increasingly used in clinical settings, and
then, after hospitalization (Chmiel et al., 2010; Gniadek et al., 2010; Wiklund, 2004). For that reason, unrevealed lies and simple mistakes in the
data should be considered as a worse kind of disturbance than any undisguised lack of needed data. Unfortunately, the answers of the liars, at ﬁrst
glance, usually look quite similar to the honest ones, so they can be hard
to uncover. Therefore, the problem of how far patients’ opinions may be
trusted has its special importance, and well-grounded methods for estimating the probability of this – that some patients’ reports can result
from random answering rather than from honest conviction – are required
urgently.
It is commonly accepted that incorrect statements and untrue suppositions are very frequent events that may be caused by various intentions and
psychological mechanisms. For instance, in the experiments on false memory, performed with experimental groups drawn from the general public,
a false recall was reported, usually by about 40–55% of participants for the
words suggested to them indirectly, and by about 75–80% of participants
for the other words, which were not in fact presented to them (Górkiewicz
et al., 2007; Roediger et al., 1995). Similar proportions were found in the
other investigations on false memory and the analogous phenomena (Chmiel
et al., 2011; Gerrie et al., 2006; West et al., 2014).
In general, the unintentional liars do not pay attention to whether
their answers will provide a proﬁtable result for the examination, but they
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generate their answers by chance, under some unknown scale of preferences. Thus, with respect to the aims of the questionnaire survey, unintentional lies should be considered as random noise, with unknown statistical
properties.
The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) was
created originally with the aim to measure depressive symptomatology
in the general population, across a broad range of subject ages (Radloﬀ,
1977, 1991). Nevertheless, for many years it has also been used extensively
for groups with various health conditions (Hann et al., 1999; Helmes et al.,
1998; Miller et al., 2008; Park et al., 2014).
The CES-D depression scale is simple and quick to administer. It includes only twenty simple questions, consisting of sixteen direct questions,
such as question 6: I felt depressed, or question 14: I felt lonely, and four
reverse questions, such as question 12: I was happy, or question 16: I enjoyed life. A respondent is asked to choose and indicate only one of four
admissible answers to each question. Responses are based on the frequency
of depressive feelings and behaviours during the week prior to questionnaire administration. The frequency “Rarely or none of the time (less than
1 day)” is scored with 0 points; the frequency “Some or a little of the time
(1–2 days)” is scored with 1 point; “Occasionally or a moderate amount of
the time (3–4 days)” is scored with 2 points; and “Most or all of the time
(5–7 days)” is scored with 3 points. Therefore, the assessment usually takes
no more than about 5–10 minutes. The resulting score is computed as the
sum of all twenty scores, but after converting the reverse scores into the
direct shape: 0 → 3; 1 → 2; 2 → 1; and 3 → 0.
For therapeutic purposes, two diagnostic thresholds are recommended:
a resulting score less than 15 from the twenty questions (that is the mean
score equal to 15/20 = 0.75) for the nonappearance of depression; a resulting score between 15 and 21 (that is the mean score between 0.75
and 1.05) for mild to moderate depression, and a resulting score over 21
(that is the mean score over 1.05) indicating the possibility of major depression (Counselling Resource Research Staﬀ, 2012). However, it should
be noted that about 20% of those who achieve a high CES-D score, in
fact, do not meet the full psychiatric criteria for major or clinical depression (Counselling Resource Research Staﬀ, 2012). For epidemiological studies, a single threshold is usually applied: a resulting score less than 16
(that is the mean score less than 0.8) for nonappearance of depression;
and a resulting score over 16 (that is the mean score over 0.8) indicating the possibility of depression (Dojka et al., 2003; Fava, 1983; Radloﬀ,
1977, 1991). The CES-D has been standardized to many non – English
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– speaking populations, and also to the Polish population (Dojka et al.,
2003; Fava, 1983; Orme et al., 1988). The English version of the CES-D
with proper instructions is easily accessed on-line (Counselling Resource
Research Staﬀ, 2012).
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) is recommended for comparing classiﬁers, as it does not merely summarize performance at a single arbitrarily selected decision threshold, but across all possible decision
thresholds (Górkiewicz, 2009; Zweig et al., 1993). The ROC plots the sensitivity versus one minus the speciﬁcity, with the diagnostic variable as the
parameter on the ROC curve. In other words, the ROC plots the true positive ratio, denoted TP, versus the false positive ratio, denoted FP. The
overall performance of a classiﬁer is usually evaluated with the value of the
area under the ROC curve (AUC). An ideal classiﬁer should achieve the
area under the curve AUC = 1.0, but a random classiﬁer should achieve
AUC = 0.5 (Hanley et al., 1982, 1983; Obuchowski, 1998). With regard to
the two-step classifying procedure under examination in this study, at the
ﬁrst step of this procedure sensitivity can be deﬁned as probability that
a response created with a pure random generator will be recognized correctly as a pure random response, rather than a smart random or honest
response. Then, at the second step, sensitivity can be deﬁned as the probability that an honest response will be recognized correctly as an honest
response, but not as a smart random response. Analogously, at the ﬁrst
step, speciﬁcity can be deﬁned as the probability that a smart random or
honest response will not be recognized wrongly as a pure random response;
and at the second step as the probability that an honest response will not
be recognized wrongly as a smart random response (Fawcett et al., 2005;
Hand et al., 2001).
The random answering of a questionnaire can be considered as a sequence of random choices. Let us imagine that in a single experiment the
series of the K independent drawings of a single number Xm from the sequence {Xm = X0 + (m − 1) · D} is ﬁnalized, at each k-th drawing, with
known probabilities {Pk.m }, where: k = 1, 2, . . . , K; m = 1, 2, . . . , M . It is
assumed that for each ﬁxed k: k = 1, 2, . . . , K; the condition (1) is fulﬁlled.
Σ(Pkm |ﬁxed k) = 1; for each ﬁxed k,

(1)

where: k = 1, 2, . . . , K; m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
As a result of a single experiment, a sequence of K drawn number Xs
arises. The resulting distribution of the sum of the drawn Xs across all the
possible results of a single experiment ought to be calculated.
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The needed data includes: the number K of drawings; an arithmetic
sequence {Xm = X0 + (m − 1) · D}; a matrix of probabilities {Pk.m }, where:
K > 0; D 6= 0; k = 1, 2, . . . , K; m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
Any arithmetic sequence {Xm = X0 + (m − 1) · D}, where: D 6= 0;
m = 1, 2, . . . , M , may be easy transformed with formula (2) into a sequence
of M successive natural numbers from 0 to M − 1. This transformation is
reversible, and consequently, any sum YK of the K natural numbers can
be transformed into a suitable sum of K numbers from sequence {Xm }
with formula (3). Then, for any assumed number of K drawings from the
sequence of M successive natural numbers from 0 to M − 1, the set of all
possible sums includes all integers from YK = 0 to YK = max(YK ), where
max(YK ) can be calculated with formula (4).
Sm = (Xm − X0 )/D,

(2)

where: D 6= 0; m = 1, 2, . . . , M
ΣK (Xm ) = K · X0 + D · YK ,

(3)

where: X0 , D – parameters of a sequence {Xm }, ΣK (Xm ) – sum of the
K numbers freely chosen from sequence {Xm }, YK – a random variable,
equal to sum of the freely chosen K natural numbers less then M − 1.
max(YK ) = (M − 1) · K

(4)

With regard to formulas (2), (3) and (4), the initial task may be formulated as follows: given numbers K, M , the matrix of probabilities {Pkm },
and the sequence {Xm }, ﬁrst calculate the exact distribution of probability
for the set of all possible sums YK , from YK = 0 to YK = max(YK ), and
then transform the values of YK with formula (3).
All of the needed calculations are rather straightforward. For the K = 1
the required distribution {P (Y1 )} = (P (Y1 = 0), P (Y1 = 1), . . . , P (Y1 =
M )) follows directly from the known data, (5).
{P (Y1 )} = {Pk=1.m } = (P1.1 , P1.2 , . . . , P1.M ),

(5)

where: m = 1, 2, . . . , M.; random variable Y1 is deﬁned on sequence
0, 1, . . . , M − 1.
Then, for any assumed K > 1 the required distribution {P (YK )} may be
calculated with formulas (6) and (7) on the base of a previously calculated
distribution {P (YK−1 )}.
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P (YK = i) = Σg(m) · (P (YK−1 = i − m + 1) · P (Sm = m − 1)),

(6)

{P (YK )} = (P (YK = 0), P (YK = 1), . . . , P (YK = (M − 1) · K)),

(7)

where m = 1, 2, . . . , M

where: i = 0, 1, . . . , max(YK ); g(m) = 1 if 0 ≤ i − m + 1 ≤ (M − 1) · (K − 1),
and g(m) = 0 otherwise.
In other words, the required distribution {P (YK )} may be calculated
in K − 1 steps, starting from the known distribution {P (Y1 )}, by {P (Y2 )},
{P (Y3 )}, . . ., step by step up to {P (YK )}. The proposed iterative procedure
(5), (6) and (7) is illustrated with use of some freely assumed distributions
{P (Y2 )} and {P (k=3.m )}, in Table 1.
What about the number of possible results from a single experiment
of the K independent drawings of a single number S from sequence S =
0, 1, . . . , M −1? It is easy to notice that at least, in the case of each probability Pkm = 0 or 1, the number K of the possible arrangements of K numbers
can occur; and at most, in the case of each Pkm > 0, the number M K of
the possible results can occur; where: k = 1, 2, . . . , K; m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
For instance, for M = 4 and K = 16 the number of possible results can
arrive at M K = 4 294 967 296 of the possible arrangements. The proposed
iterative procedure creates the opportunity to calculate the required distribution {P (Y16 )} in K − 1 = 15 steps, with use of a table such as Table 1.
It was postulated that the set of responses obtained from the participants of a questionnaire survey can be divided into three classes: the honest
responses class, pure random class, and the smart random class. The CESD scale, considered in this study, consists of K = 16 direct questions and
L = 4 reverse questions, each question with M = 4 admissible scores, equal
to 0, 1, 2, or 3. It was assumed that in the honest class, the probabilities that
underly the responses to the K = 16 direct questions are in relation (8) with
the probabilities that underly the responses to the L = 4 reverse questions.
On the contrary to this assumption, it was assumed that in both random
classes the score of the any CES-D question was drawn with the same distribution of probability, without any distinction between the direct scores and
the reverse scores. In the pure random class, the probabilities are the same
for each admissible score, but in the smart random class these probabilities
can diﬀer from one another (Table 2).
Pm |(honest answer to direct question) =
= P4−m |(honest answer to reverse question),

(8)

where: m = 1, 2, 3, or 4; ΣPm = 1; ΣP4−m = 1; Pm denotes the probability
P (score = m − 1).
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Table 1. Computing distribution {P (Y3 )} on the base of the known distribution
{P (Y2 )}
S

S=0

S=1

S=2

S=3

Y =0

0.250

Y +S =0
P = 0.1250

Y +S =1
P = 0.0781

Y +S =2
P = 0.0313

Y +S =3
P = 0.0156

Y =1

0.313

Y +S =1
P = 0.1563

Y +S =2
P = 0.0977

Y +S =3
P = 0.0391

Y +S =4
P = 0.0195

Y =2

0.223

Y +S =2
P = 0.1113

Y +S =3
P = 0.0696

Y +S =4
P = 0.0278

Y +S =5
P = 0.0139

Y =3

0.141

Y +S =3
P = 0.0703

Y +S =4
P = 0.0439

Y +S =5
P = 0.0176

Y +S =6
P = 0.0088

Y =4

0.055

Y +S =4
P = 0.0273

Y +S =5
P = 0.0171

Y +S =6
P = 0.0068

Y +S =7
P = 0.0034

Y =5

0.016

Y +S =5
P = 0.0078

Y +S =6
P = 0.0049

Y +S =7
P = 0.0020

Y +S =8
P = 0.0010

Y =6

0.004

Y +S =6
P = 0.0020

Y +S =7
P = 0.0012

Y +S =8
P = 0.0005

Y +S =9
P = 0.0002

Y |K = 2

P (Y )

P (S) = 0.5

P (S) = 0.3125

P (S) = 0.125

P (S) = 0.0625

Total.P

1.000

0.5

0.3125

0.125

0.0625

The values of Y2 are shown in the ﬁrst column from the left, named Y |K = 2, and the
values of P (Y2 ) in the second column, named P (Y );
The M = 4 successive natural numbers, from S = 0 to S = M − 1 = 3, are shown in
the ﬁrst row from the top, named S, and the values of {P (k=3.m )}, denoted P (S), in
the second row;
In the remaining cells, the sum Y + S indicates the component of the Y3 = Y + S,
respectively, and the P denotes the probability of this component; the value of this
probability was computed as a product P (Y ) · P (S) associated with the cell under
consideration;
The resulting probability P (Y3 = i) may be calculated as the sum of the probabilities P
shown at all cells with index i = Y + S; for instance, the probability P (Y3 = 1) may be
calculated as sum P (Y3 = 1) = 0.1563 + 0.0781 = 0.2344 (not shown in the table).

Table 2. The assumed relations between distributions of scoring in the honest
and random classes of responses to the direct versus reverse questions
of the CES-D scale
Scoring of the direct questions
class of response S = 0
pure random
smart random
honest

Scoring of the reverse questions

S=1

S=2

S=3

S=0

S=1

S=2

S=3

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

P1

P2

P3

P4

P1

P2

P3

P4

P4

P3

P2

P1

In the ﬁrst row from the top, all four possible scores to the CES-D questions are shown:
S = 0, S = 1, S = 2, S = 3; The probabilities that a particular score will be chosen
under a considered strategy of scoring (pure random, smart random, honest scoring) are
shown in the remaining cells of the table.
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In this study, a two-step classifying procedure was recommended. At
the ﬁrst step of the procedure, the smart random response class and the
honest response class should be considered jointly with respect to the set of
K = 16 direct questions, because of the indistinguishable (from assumption)
distributions of scoring. Thus, at the ﬁrst step, the pure random responses
should be separated from the two remaining classes. Here, the mean score of
the K = 16 direct questions is recommended as the discriminant variable. As
needed, at the second step the smart random responses should be separated
from the honest responses. Here, the diﬀerence between the mean score at
the K = 16 direct questions versus the mean score at the L = 4 reverse
questions is recommended as the discriminant variable.
The problem of choosing the cut-oﬀ values according to some real-world
circumstances were not included to the scope of this study. However, it
should be mentioned that with respect to a small set of data (K = 16,
L = 4), and the skewed distributions of the honest and smart random
responses, the problem of choosing the proper statistical test should be
considered here with particular caution (Górkiewicz et al., 2012).

Material and Methods
The material for the analyses includes the three data sets well-deﬁned
only by the structure of the CES-D questionnaire: the K = 16 direct
questions and L = 4 reverse questions, each question with M = 4 admissible scores, equal to 0, 1, 2, or 3. The ﬁrst data set includes the
number M K = 164 = 4 294 967 296 of arithmetic mean values of the
scores occurring in each possible arrangement of the M = 4 admissible
scores at the K = 16 direct questions. The second data set includes the
number M L = 44 = 256 of arithmetic mean values of the scores occurring in each possible arrangement of the M = 4 admissible scores at
the L = 4 reverse questions. The third data set includes the numbers
(M · K + 1) · (M · L + 1) = 49 · 13 = 637 pairs of the possible values of
the mean scores from the sixteen direct questions and from four reverse
questions, respectively.
It was assumed, without loss of generality, that the honest responses
to the sixteen direct questions lead to the resulting distribution: {Pi } =
(8/16; 5/16; 2/16; 1/16), for a score equal to 0, 1, 2, or 3, respectively. In
result, Table 2 took the form of Table 3.
The original iterative procedure proposed in this study (5), (6) and (7)
was used to compute the exact distributions of the sum of scores in the
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Table 3. The assumed distributions of probability of scoring at the honest and
random classes of responses on the direct versus reverse questions of
the CES-D scale
Scoring of the direct questions

Scoring of the reverse questions

class of response S = 0

S=1

S=2

S=3

S=0

S=1

S=2

S=3

pure random

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.3125

0.125

0.0625

0.5

0.3125

0.125

0.0625

0.0625

0.125

0.3125

0.5

smart random
honest

In the ﬁrst row from the top, all four possible scores to the CES-D questions are shown:
S = 0, S = 1, S = 2, S = 3; The probabilities that a particular score will be chosen
under a considered strategy of scoring (pure random, smart random, honest scoring) are
shown in the remaining cells of the table.

pure random class, and in the smart random class. Then, for a number of
questions equal to 4 or 16, respectively, the sum of scores were considered
as discrete random variables.
The discriminant ability to distinguish between the two classes was characterized with the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. All analyses were made with well-known procedures, among other details described
by Górkiewicz (2009), on the base of works published by Hanley et al. (1983)
and Obuchowski (1998). All of the computations are quite straightforward,
so they may be made with any spreadsheet software, e.g. with Excel for
Windows (Górkiewicz et al., 2001). If needed, useful Java programs for calculating ROC curves with proper instructions are easily available on-line
(Eng, n.d.). There the needed data may be typed or be entered from programs such as Microsoft Excel or Word (Eng, n.d.).

Results
The excellent discriminant properties of the CES-D were observed with
regard to both steps of the two-step classifying procedure under examination in this study. For the ﬁrst step, the area under the ROC curve was
estimated equal to AUC = 0.98 with standard error SE = 0.004 and 95%CI
conﬁdence interval from 0.97 to 0.99 (Table 4). For the second step, the
area under the ROC curve was estimated equal to AUC = 0.87 with standard error SE = 0.006, and 95%CI conﬁdence interval from 0.75 to 0.99
(Table 5).
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Table 4. Task of screening pure random response to the CES-D scale
m16

P |(pure
random)

P |(honest or
smart random)

TP

FP

AU C

m16 ≤ 0.5

0.000

0.167

0.0002

0.1671

0.00007

0.5 < m16 ≤ 1.0

0.046

0.723

0.047

0.890

0.0596

1 < m16 ≤ 1.5

0.498

0.109

0.544

0.999

0.5507

1.5 < m16 ≤ 2

0.428

0.001

0.972

1.000

0.3535

m16 > 2

0.028

0.000

0.999

1.000

0.0161

Total P , AU C

1.00

1.00

–

–

0.980 < 1

m16 – mean score of the 16 direct questions of the CES-D scale;
P |(pure random) – probability of occurrence of a speciﬁed value of m16 under pure
random scoring;
P |(honest or smart random) – probability of occurrence of a speciﬁed value of m16
under honest or smart random scoring;
T P – true positive rate: probability that a pure random response will obtain m16
below a cut-oﬀ equal to a speciﬁed value of m16;
F P – false positive rate: probability that an honest response or a smart random
response will obtain m16 below a cut-oﬀ equal to a speciﬁed value of m16;
AU C – area under the ROC curve that is below a curve F P = f (T P )

Table 5. Task of screening smart random response to the CES-D scale
m16–m4

P |honest

P |smart
random

> 0.25

0.0011

0.34

0.25

0.0005

0.05

0.125

0.0026

0.15

TP

FP

AU C

0

0

0.00001

0.000

0.048

0.0002

0.002

0.391

0.001

0

0.0015

0.05

0.003

0.438

0.001

−0.125

0.0075

0.13

0.006

0.584

0.002

−0.25

0.0039

0.04

0.010

0.621

0.005

< −0.25

0.98

0.25

0.017

0.750

Total P , AU C

1.00

1.00

–

–

0.860
0.870 < 1

m16–m4 – the diﬀerence between a mean score of the 16 direct questions and a mean
score of the 4 reverse questions of the CES-D scale;
P |(honest) – probability of occurrence of a speciﬁed value of a diﬀerence m16–m4 under
honest scoring or smart random scoring;
P |(smart random) – probability of occurrence of a speciﬁed value of a diﬀerence
m16–m4 under smart random scoring;
T P – true positive rate: probability that an honest response will obtain a diﬀerence of
m16–m4 below a cut-oﬀ equal to the speciﬁed value of m16–m4;
F P – false positive rate: probability that a smart random response will obtain
a diﬀerence of m16–m4 below a cut-oﬀ equal to the speciﬁed value of m16–m4;
AU C – area under ROC curve, that is below a curve F P = f (T P )
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Discussion
In this paper it has been shown that the CES-D scale can be used
to conﬁrm patients’ credibility, owing to the proper proportion of opposite
questions among the twenty items of this questionnaire, and owing to the
shifted population norm of the measured phenomenon (inclination to depression). Thus, it was proved that it may be considered as a prototypical
tool for creating a new questionnaire with the built-in ability to assess an
individual’s inclination to respond at random among the participants of
a questionnaire survey.
This paper can be considered as a direct continuation of the study
performed by Górkiewicz (2014), with some reference to several further
studies, namely those carried out by Chmiel et al. (2011, 2012, 2014), Gniadek et al. (2010), Górkiewicz (2010), Górkiewicz et al. (2005).
In practice, the standard way of conﬁrming individuals’ credibility consists of a repeated examination method, in which individuals
are administered the same set of questions on two diﬀerent occasions
(Górkiewicz et al., 2005). In spite of the popularity of this approach, in
using a repeated examination method, the investigator needs to take into
account the possibility of ordinary disturbances. First, this method is appropriate only if the phenomenon that the scale measures is known to be
stable over the time interval between examinations. However, it also must
be remembered that if the time interval between examinations is too short,
then the individuals under examination can simply remember their previous answers. Then, the motivation to give honest responses to the repeated
questions may be distinctly lower than at the ﬁrst occasion. For these reasons, some other related techniques were developed (Chmiel et al., 2011,
2012, 2014).
The iterative procedure proposed in this study can be considered as the
generalization of the procedure proposed by Górkiewicz (2014) for the issue
of varying distributions in a particular series when drawing a single number
from a given arithmetic sequence.
In practice, the distribution of the mean score from CES-D examinations is usually approximated with a log-normal distribution of probability.
The use of the proposed iterative procedure creates an opportunity to avoid
extensive computations, without any raw simpliﬁcations.
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Conclusions
In this paper, it was demonstrated that a single patient’s response to all
twenty questions of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale
(CES-D) can be used not only with the aim of evaluating the patient’s
inclination to depression, but also with the aim of assessing his or her inclination to answer at random. Moreover, it was proved that a single patient’s
response to all twenty questions of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) can be used not only to diﬀerentiate a pure random
strategy of scoring from an honest scoring strategy, but also to distinguish
an honest scoring from a smart random scoring (which attempts to imitate
an honest scoring).
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